RIGHT ON THE MONEY

Professional financial planning yields solid returns for private PT practices

Futuristic Knee Rehab

TENS: Still a Place in PT?
Therapists who use our EMR enjoy more freedom to document the way they like. Automated Medicare guidance and FLR wizards keep them more compliant. They aren’t burdened with unit calculation and charge tickets, all while billing 20% more and getting paid what they’ve rightfully earned. Our clients worry less about insurance regulations and spend more time delivering great care.

Discover your MORE at Clinicient.com
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Transforming
REHABILITATION
ONE Step AT A TIME

From neurological conditions to amputee and orthopedic injury, from pediatric to adult patients, and from hospital to home - Bioness provides a full spectrum of products designed to empower therapists to increase patient mobility safely and efficiently.
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The RehabStation™

THE “ALL IN ONE” PORTABLE THERAPY GYM

- Perform safe and effective therapy anywhere
- Reduce patient transport time to and from gym
- Minimize fall risk during therapy with safety harness
- Protect therapist from injury
- Transition between exercises safely and efficiently
- Allows for easy “point of service” documentation
- Simple no maintenance design
- Compact footprint fits in any rehab gym or room
- Work on strength, endurance, balance and function

www.therehabstation.com • 937-760-4874

Visit us at APTA-CSM Booth #3002
You’re Always on the Move

That’s why we’ve created a job board that can keep up with you.

The ADVANCE Healthcare Jobs website offers dynamic navigation to help you find your dream job faster than ever before. You can run powerful and effective job searches and narrow your results without having to leave the page!

- Add or remove search criteria easily: Refine your results based on employer, city, state and search radius by using the handy navigation bar on the side of the page.

- Explore your options quickly: Your search results will refresh automatically on the same page whenever you modify your criteria.

- View your search history: Make your job search even more efficient with easy access to past searches.

Life is too short to click and scroll. Sign up or log in to AdvanceHealthcareJobs.com and take your career to the next level now.

Outfit Your Family for Less!

Over 950 clearance items. Save up to 70% on these major markdowns.

Additional 20% OFF* Lowest Marked Clearance Price
Use Code PTCLR214

*Discount applies to clearance items only. Valid through 02/08/14
CHOOSE THE RIGHT ORTHOSIS TO CLINICALLY MANAGE YOUR PATIENTS AT EVERY STAGE OF THEIR REHABILITATIVE CARE

**ELLIOOTT™ Patient Management System**
A proactive, immediate, multi-variant, and reusable custom fit Orthosis without the wait or expense of various custom-made devices.

- Multi-functional/modular system with quick disconnecting lower limb orthotic capabilities
- Purchase all variations separate or as a complete system
- For day or nighttime use

**Prefabricated and Custom AFO Systems**
Led by our flagship PRAFO® Orthosis, our fully adjustable AFO’s are used in medical facilities worldwide. All orthoses can be used for ambulatory and non-ambulatory patients.

- Available in only bariatric, adult, pediatric, and infant sizes (less inventory needs)
- Multifunctional modular systems that are used to prevent/manage ankle contractures, foot drop, and wound issues from impairing patient’s overall rehab.
- For your more challenging cases, products are custom-made from cast or measurements.

**Prefabricated and Custom KAFO Systems**
For more than 20 years, rehabilitation teams have appreciated the superior versatility of our orthotic concepts such as our KAFO Systems. Our KAFO systems showcase our posterior-jointed KO and AFO designs.

- Multi-Functional or Fracture KAFO systems that can be used on patients for indefinite amount of time.
- Patented quick disconnect option allows for the systems to be used separately as a KO or AFO system
- Two versatile and simplistic posterior upright knee orthosis choices with fully functional AFO’s for focused sagittal plane control, which allows for extended wearing capabilities while ambulating or at rest.

**Most of our products can be easily sanitized or refurbished between users for a more cost-effective outcome for your patients and business. All orthoses are available in four sizes (Bariatric, Adult, Pediatric, and Infant)**

All products are FDA approved & billable through Medicare and other third-party payers.

See reverse side for order form!

Please visit our website or contact us about our many other product variations, accessories, and fabrication services

AnatomicalConceptsInc.com

Toll Free 1-800-837-3888
Prefabricated KAFO Order Form

1. **SHIPPING INFO**
   - **ATTN:**
   - **Company:**
   - **Address:**
   - **City:**
   - **ST:**
   - **ZIP:**
   - **Ship Via**
     - Next Day Air
     - Next Day Air Saver
     - 2nd Day
     - 3rd Day
     - Ground

2. **Examples of KAFO Systems** (KO and/or AFO can be interchanged as patient needs dictate.)
   - **KMO™ Orthosis**
     - **PDAC**
     - **Verified**
     - **L-1831**
   - **RAPO™ Orthosis**
     - **PDAC**
     - **Verified**
     - **L-4396**
   - **PENTAGON® Orthosis**
     - **PDAC**
     - **Verified**
     - **L-1843**
   - **TERRA™ Orthosis**
     - **PDAC**
     - **Verified**
     - **L-1971**
   - **ABBY™ Orthosis**
     - **PDAC**
     - **Verified**
     - **L-1971**

3. Anatomical Concepts will assemble at no additional charge
   - Measurements must be provided!
   - **Heel Base to Knee Center**
   - **Knee Center to Finished Thigh Height**
   - **Thigh Circumference**
   - **Calf Circumference**
   - **Length of Foot**
   - **Patient Height**
   - **Patient Weight**
   - **Activity Level**
     - Transfer Only
     - Household Ambulator
     - Community Ambulator

4. **Sizing Chart**
   - **KAFO Description**
   - **Knee Center to Heel Base**
   - **Total Height**
     - Infant KMO® KAFO
     - 6.75° to 10.75°
     - 14.25” to 18.25”
     - Pediatric KMO® KAFO
     - 13° to 17°
     - 20” to 24”
     - Adult KMO® KAFO
     - 17° to 26°
     - 25” to 34”
     - Infant PENTAGON® KAFO
     - 7.75° to 11.75°
     - 15.25” to 19.25”
     - Pediatric PENTAGON® KAFO
     - 13° to 18°
     - 22” to 27”
     - Adult PENTAGON® KAFO
     - 16° to 22°
     - 26.5” to 32.5”

5. **Options** (Additional Charges May Apply)
   1. Alternate AFO Variations ............... EV™
   2. AFO Liner Options ...................... Kodel™
   3. Upgrade Bar ............................ Heavy Duty (For patients over 250 lbs.)
   4. Quick Disconnect AFO .................... TRANSCONNECTOR™
   5. Plastic Shells ............................ Recommended for Fracture Management
      (Only available with Black Kodel® liner)

6. Fax completed form to (800)657-7236 or e-mail to info@anatomicalconceptsinc.com

7. Standard turnaround is 2 days – Additional charges may apply for rush orders – Call our ABC Certified practitioner staff to answer any design questions

Anatomical Concepts, Inc. • 1399 E. Western Reserve Rd • Poland, OH 44514
(800) 837-3888 • www.AnatomicalConceptsInc.com
‘Hopping’ On Board

There’s something exciting happening in physical therapy. It started in Oregon and is now starting to go viral. The first “PT Pub Night” started off innocently enough, guided by a long-held desire to better explore personal connection as a benefit of Oregon Physical Therapy Association membership. Eight therapists with no relationship but their common profession gathered in March 2012 to discuss one simple question: What brought you here?

Every person shared a unique story about why they came. The discussion moved to imagining the possibilities that could emerge from regular interactions among professionals. A date for the next conversation was set and the monthly event was born.

Professional relationships are now being taken to new levels at each PT Pub Night. Networking has been described as the top reason individuals are attracted to attend. The ears of Pub Night leaders have also picked up on new business opportunities, conversation about career advancement, and planning for individual follow-up meetings.

So, is this working? Something sure seems right, with highlights including:

- One site in Oregon has grown to nine – Portland, Eugene, Hillsboro, Salem, Medford, Corvallis, Astoria, Bend and La Grande – all occurring at the same date and time each month.
- More than 300 individuals have connected at Pub Night.
- New PT Pub Night events have started in Massachusetts, California, New York and New Jersey. Others are starting to consider new events in Oklahoma, Ohio and Georgia. There was even a special Pub Night in San Diego at the Combined Sections Meeting last winter.

As PT Pub Night continues to grow and spread across the nation, one fact has become very clear: We can do more together than any of us could ever do alone.

You can learn much more about PT Pub Night at bit.ly/PTPubNight. Join the conversation on Twitter! @OregonPTs #PTPubNight #ThirdThursday

— Derek Fenwick, PT, MBA, GCS

Derek Fenwick is vice president of the Oregon Physical Therapy Association and lead organizer of PT Pub Night. Follow him on Twitter @DerekFenwickPT
any clinicians feel that MS is a “hopeless” disease; that due to its progressive nature, physical therapy is meaningless. This has led to therapists performing minimally effective “maintenance” programs, or sometimes refraining from treating this population at all.

This constitutes a clinical tragedy, as a large amount of recent literature clearly indicates that there are several interventions clearly effective in treating MS. Although there is insufficient space here to describe all available evidence-based interventions, we aim to provide a short introductory list.

MS is a disease with a widely varying presentation. Any region of the CNS can be demyelinated, so almost any neurologic symptom is possible. There are, however, some characteristics that are fairly ubiquitous.

Fatigue. Fatigue is the most common symptom in MS, affecting at least 90% of all patients. It is multifactorial in nature, with both primary and secondary components.

Despite this, fatigue is poorly understood by most therapists. It can present fairly subtly as a mild worsening of symptoms during exercise (such as worsening of paraesthesiae during sustained walking), or severely, such as the inability to exercise continuously for more than a few minutes at a time without risk of falls.

Therefore, persons with MS are unable to exercise for long enough periods or at a sufficient volume to lead to meaningful changes. This “volume problem” can be one of the principal reasons that persons with MS have difficulty benefiting from physical therapy.

Taking breaks, referred to as intermittent training, can allow persons with MS to exercise for longer periods. The amount of rest given can vary, but a good rule is to give recoveries before significant fatigue has occurred. By giving rests, greater volumes of work can be performed in all aspects of rehab, including gait training, strength training and balance training. Patients can work harder with less fatigue.

Thermosensitivity. Thermosensitivity refers to the fact that nerve conduction slows through demyelinated nerves. It’s common in MS; up to 80% of people with the disorder experience worsening of symptoms following even relatively brief exposure to heat.

An increase of 0.5°C may slow or even block nerve impulse conduction in demyelinated fibers. This phenomenon, also called Uhthoff’s, manifests as a temporary worsening of neurological function with increased body temperature. This usually subsides within minutes to hours, and leaves no lasting neurologic deficits, but may leave the person unable to exercise or even move during this period.

The rise in temperature can be due to increased environmental temperature, such as a warm day or an overheated room, or due to an internal rise in temperature, such as that resulting from an infection or — more important for physical therapists — sustained exercise.

Similar to the fatigue problem, persons with MS need to exercise to improve function, but thermosensitivity prevents them from doing so. As the thermosensitive person with MS continues to exercise, nerve conduction slows and mobility deteriorates. Intermittent training is one method by which rehab professionals can intervene; by giving breaks, core temperature will not rise to a level that will interfere with nerve conduction, and heat-related mobility impairments are less likely.

Another relatively straightforward intervention is cooling — either by having the patient wear cooling garments, keeping the room cool by air-conditioning or fans, ingesting cooling beverages, or some combination of the three.

Cooling vests, caps, and neck wraps can be introduced before, during, and after exercise, and can result in increased time and quality of exercise. If not available, an ice pack is effective. Take care, however, as a small number of MS patients may paradoxically worsen with cold, resulting in increasing spasticity.

Foot drop. Although MS is known as a neurologic disease, secondary orthopedic deficits can be relatively common. Foot drop can refer to some combination of tightening of the plantiflexors due to spasticity or prolonged positioning, and weakening of the dorsiflexors due to motor tract involvement or disuse.

Foot drop in MS is a process, presenting with relatively mild weakness and loss of ROM early in the course of the disease, and progressing to frank contracture and resulting falls as the disease advances. If you note even relatively mild diminishment of dorsiflexion range or strength, intervention should immediately start.

Foot drop that seems mild on one exam may present as far more severe if the individual performs a test in which there’s a need for prolonged continued dorsiflexion, such as the 6-minute walk test. Although the first 1-2 minutes may seem normal, by the end of the walk, foot slap, foot drag, and compensations such as circumduction, contralateral vaulting, and lateral lean may all be observed.

Intervention must involve stretching of the shortened plantiflexors and strengthening of the dorsiflexors. Stretching must be of sufficient volume, performed for several minutes a day. Night splints, in which the ankle is held in a mildly dorsiflexed position, is an option as the person can wear it for hours with little of the fatigue associated with more active stretching.

AFOs may actually worsen the problem, as the rigid positioning and resulting immobility of the foot can actually further shorten contracted plantiflexors and weaken dorsiflexors.

Multiple sclerosis can be a challenging disease for clinicians. However, with diagnosis occurring earlier and more frequently, more patients are going to experience mobility deficits specific to this disease, and be referred to physical therapy. Rehab clinicians must familiarize themselves with the basic treatment techniques for this population.
More Options. Less Compromise.

With mobility options like wheelchair and scooter lifts, hand controls, wheelchair-accessible vehicles and the industry-first, factory-installed Auto Access Seat and other adaptive equipment, Toyota offers quality solutions to accommodate both caregivers and the people they care for.

www.toyotamobility.com

Three Critical Questions

Before expanding into a new location, grow your practice from the inside

By Brandon J. Buehler, PT, DPT, OCS

If you’re like me, you’re bombarded by ways to grow or expand your practice on a weekly basis. Unfortunately, I see many of our colleagues grasping at these straws in hopes of growing their business. We go from dining doctors, to purchasing fancy treadmills, to launching Facebook ad campaigns and settling into new satellite offices.

It sometimes seems that as private practice owners, we will try everything just short of putting on a costume and spinning a sign outside our clinic.

Regrettably, after trying many of these expensive options, we are often left frustrated after investing a lot of money with very little return.

Importance of Growing Your Practice

Don’t get me wrong — we need to grow. Especially now, in order to survive in an environment with declining reimbursements and uncertainty in our profession, private practices must endeavor to grow and expand.

Not only is growing and expanding important for each of our individual practices, but crucial for our profession. Just as Princess Leia called out to Obi-Wan Kenobi, “Help me Obi-Wan, you’re my only hope,” our profession is calling out to us as its only hope. The future of physical therapy depends on us as private practice owners to elevate our profession by being successful, practicing autonomously, and setting the standards by providing the highest level of care.

The reality is that there are very effective ways to grow and expand your practice without trying the latest fad and spending lots of money. Growing your practice does not mean you need to open a new office or spend lots of money on marketing. There are effective steps you can take inside your organization that will take less time, money, energy, and effort to grow your business.

By answering the following three questions, you will unlock what I consider the three secrets of success in physical therapy private practice.

Who Are You?

It’s vital that you determine who you are. What is your company about? What defines you? Where are you going? What do you want to be known for?

Unfortunately, many business owners, especially private practice physical therapists, operate like they’re teenagers. They don’t really know who they are. They haven’t figured out what they’re about. Without any grounding, they go after the latest fad, try to be everything to all people, and don’t have the maturity or the footing to help carry them forward.

Your purpose and values are the foundation of your practice, from which you will grow and expand. Your purpose is the framework upon which everything else rests. You could have the coolest social media campaign, a slick website, and every letter after your name, but if you don’t know your purpose and values, you will not have a stable foundation. This will lead to you trying every method that comes your way to grow your practice, without success.

Your purpose defines who you are and why you exist. Your values will act as a guiding light and provide an agreement on how you will act and operate; they will provide your practice with depth and maturity. Once you have determined your purpose and values, make sure your team knows them and operates with them in view.

So how does this contribute to your growth? Without having this stable and solid foundation, you have no way to grow. It’s like trying to jump with your feet in mud — you won’t go very high, if anywhere at all.

Once your purpose and values are set, your whole company will be on the same page, you will know who you are, you’ll know where you are going, and you will be able to move in the same direction. You will have a stable foundation and platform to launch from, and then there will be the opportunity for growth to happen.

How Good are You?

The mistake many private practice owners make is that we don’t define what “good care” really is. Most practices try to relieve a patient’s pain or injury by providing good care, and eventually discharge them as a satisfied patient.

The typical scenario is that a patient who has an injury or pain comes to our office for treatment. They expect to give up some of their time and finances in order to receive that treatment. If all goes well, the patient is satisfied and goes back to the doctor to report their positive results.

“Good and satisfied” are no longer the standard that we in private practice should be aiming for. With changes in health care, increased patient financial responsibility, and hospitals, doctors, and corporations trying to take over our profession, good and satisfied is no longer good enough.

We need to deliver such over-the-top care and service that good and satisfied are considered a failure. Patients must go back to their doctor and those they know, and not stop talking about us.

Give your patients more than they pay for. Provide a clear explanation of their benefits;
Does an existing patient with a new complaint need a new evaluation?

By Pauline M. Franko, PT, CEEAA

QUESTION: If a patient on my caseload brings me a new referral for a problem in another area, do I perform a new evaluation and open a new chart, or do I do a re-evaluation?

ANSWER: You have several factors to consider. I will answer with the presumption that you are talking about a Medicare Part B patient — not one with a Medicare Advantage Plan or other type of insurer.

You must always consider your practice act and Medicare requirements, and go with the most stringent regulation. If your practice act requires you to perform a new evaluation and keep a totally separate record, then you must follow that requirement for your license. If they do not have guidance, then you would go with what CMS indicates. The benefit coverage manual is very clear in that it will not pay for re-evaluations if required periodically as part of your state practice act, and this would probably be extended to a new evaluation while the patient is still being treated. In the guidelines CMS also covers the situation in which you receive a referral from a different physician for a different problem.

The guidelines are found in the IOM Manual, Pub. 100-02, Chapter 15 §220.1.2 — Plans of Care for Outpatient Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy, or Speech-Language Pathology Services.

A. Establishing the plan (See §220.1.3 for certifying the plan.)

“Two Plans. It is acceptable to treat under two separate plans of care when different physicians/NPPs refer a patient for different conditions. It is also acceptable to combine the plans of care into one plan covering both conditions if one or the other referring physician/NPP is willing to certify the plan for both conditions. The treatment notes continue to require coded treatment minutes and total treatment time and need not be separated by plan. Progress reports should be combined if it is possible to make clear that the goals for each plan are addressed. Separate progress reports referencing each plan of care may also be written, at the discretion of the treating clinician, or at the request of the certifying physician/NPP, but shall not be required by contractors.”

Re-evaluations are covered in the definition section as follows: “Re-evaluation provides additional objective information not included in other documentation. Re-evaluation is separately payable and is periodically indicated during an episode of care when the professional assessment of a clinician indicates a significant improvement, or decline, or change in the patient’s condition or functional status that was not anticipated in the plan of care. Although some state regulations and state practice acts require re-evaluation at specific times, for Medicare payment, re-evaluations must also meet Medicare coverage guidelines. The decision to provide a re-evaluation shall be made by a clinician.”

So in your situation you would complete a re-evaluation and combine both problems under one plan of care. The new certification interval starts from that re-evaluation date. The manual is at www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Guidance/Manuals/Internet-Only-Manuals-IOMs.html

Disclaimer: Answers are based on Medicare guidelines for what is payable under the Medicare Part A and Part B benefit. As always, the provider should be aware of regulations that might supersede Medicare payment guidelines such as the state practice act and state administrative code. In any scenario, the practitioner must go with the most stringent requirement to be compliant. Information is current as of the time of publication.

Pauline M. Franko is owner of Encompass Consulting & Education LLC based in Tamarac, Fla. Visit www.encompassmedicare.com
Athletic injury can range from turf toe, to a fracture, to a torn ACL. Athletes who are injured typically have pain, swelling, and loss of function. Each clinician has to design a program geared toward the optimal outcome — returning pain free to life and sport.

Today, in the clinic, the therapist and other professionals have many options to choose from as to what kind of “healing” modality to choose. One of those options is electrical stimulation.

Electrical stimulation has been around since 1791, when scientist Luigi Galvani first discovered muscle activation through electrical stimulation. By the 1960s, the Soviets were utilizing electrical stimulation to strengthen the muscles of their elite athletes. More recently, medical physiology research pinpointed that electrical stimulation has an effect on the cells, vessels, muscles, bones, and nerves. It ultimately assists in the restoration of function.

**Tissues with Issues**
The best way to choose whether electrical stimulation should be administered is to first examine the athlete, and to explore the tissues with the issues, coupled with the mechanism of injury. Therapists may also put the tissue in a category of acute (hours to days), subacute (1-2 weeks), or chronic (4-6 weeks) from date of injury. This may assist in choosing the parameters to use when applying electrical stimulation.

After any type of injury, the body’s cells go through a cascade of “healing and protecting” events. Typically, this causes pain, swelling, and loss of function; all are good indicators to use electrical stimulation.

During the acute phase of tissue healing, local active rest (pain-free movement) is key. “Passive” therapeutic modalities are appropriate, such as electrical stimulation.

The added benefit of electrical stimulation for the athlete is that it has a psychological effect in that the athlete feels that he is “getting” something, and that something is helping to promote healing when the pulses of electrical stimulation are felt.

**Pain Inhibition**
Electrical stimulation is also good for pain inhibition. When the body experiences pain, the function of the muscles typically shuts down. Swelling occurs from disuse, followed by atrophy. These are all indicators that electrical stimulation would be appropriate at this time, for this person.

The “brain-pain cycle” is a pathway from an injured site to the brain, and back to the site, carrying a message of “ouch.” This cycle can be interrupted by placing electrical stimulation across the injured region while performing range of motion, soft tissue techniques, and manual resistive exercises.

The electrical stimulation acts as a “pain interrupter” while other necessary therapeutic manual techniques can be administered by the clinician.

Athletes can easily feel depressed from not being able to play due to injury. The injury has threatened their identity, caused isolation from friends, and taken away their usual opportunity for success and achieving goals.

**Back to the Field**
Electrical stimulation can assist in getting back to sport, depending upon how it’s used. An example of this occurred recently in my clinic. A high-level high school quarterback separated his shoulder at the acromioclavicular joint. Applying electrical stimulation through the joint not only felt soothing, but also inhibited pain and increased circulation to the joint and ligaments for healing.

I also treated a wrestler who dislocated his shoulder three times during one match. Electrical stimulation was placed on the shoulder, while gentle range of motion, isometrics, and neuromuscular manual reactive training were administered.

---

**Single-Use Electrodes**

Hygienic • Hypoallergenic • Cost-Effective

Easy to use and cost-effective zimmertrodes improve therapists productivity by eliminating repetitive tasks such as washing, filing, and storing single-patient electrodes; applying gel; or using straps. Zimmertrodes eliminate the expense of multiple packs in patient files. Plus, they’re cost-effective; as low as 10% the cost of reusable electrodes.

Call Today 800-327-3576 for Your Introductory Kit!

of 180 electrodes of various sizes and two pairs of adapter clips for $49 plus S/H and applicable sales taxes.

Zimmer MedizinSystems

25 Mauchly, Suite 300 • Irvine, CA 92618
www.ZimmerUSA.com • 800.327.3576
DUAL DENSITY ORTHOSIS

- High Medial Arch for Full Contact.
- 1st Ray Plantar Flexor.
- Mid Density EVA.
- Heat Moldable.
- Deeper Heel Cup.
- High Friction Co-Efficient Top Cloth.
- Dual Density.

FOR CAVUS FOOT TYPES

- 2mm cushion Overlay.
- 1st Ray Plantarflexor.
- Metatarsal Raise.
- 5th Ray Relief.
- Neutral Heel Cup.
- Forefoot Equinus.
- Mid Density Heat Moldable EVA.
- Intrinsic Forefoot Valgus Postings.

For more information on these exciting and innovative orthotics contact us at:
865 748 8562 email: bnoble@vionicgroup.com, or visit:
www.vasylimedical.com
Early in the new year is an excellent time to re-examine the nature of our business and what we do as rehab professionals. It’s not enough to say that, as treating clinicians or business owners, we simply provide physical therapy services to our patients. We can add value to our patients’ lives in a multitude of ways. Yet, there are many key challenges that physical therapists and rehab practice owners are faced with. More demanding documentation requirements; declining reimbursements; increasing levels of third party audits. Let’s not forget that newly licensed clinicians may have increased student loan burdens that may require them to seek salaries that are not compatible with what the marketplace has to offer.

Herein lies the opportunity to add value to the complex nature of the healthcare system in which we operate. As traditional business models are met with increasing obstacles, the enterprising business owner or clinician can consider offering wellness and preventive services that are uncorrelated to trends in insurer reimbursement. Programs that aim to prevent and manage diabetes, vestibular rehab and fall prevention programs are other potential revenue streams that should be strongly considered. It’s important to recognize that we’re not simply in the business of physical therapy. Rather, we’re in the business of health.1 Hospitals and doctors may concentrate on providing health care; I suggest that we want to provide our customers and patients health. If we can add enough value while providing a solution to that equation, there aren’t many obstacles that will matter.

As you consider how you and your organization can enhance strategies for delivering “health,” it’s critical to also re-examine how you can add value for yourself and your family. For many clinicians and business owners, that can mean taking a proactive stance toward personal financial security.
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Your Leadership Toolbox

Not all managers are leaders, and not all leaders are created equal. Though healthcare is often lagging in leadership, a few managers stand out from the crowd.

Prioritize. Yes, there’s not enough time in the day to take care all of your “stuff,” and all of it is very important, but you must assign high-to-low priority to your tasks. Most people will defer taking care of harder items. Doing this will only make your “to do” list longer, and you’ll feel that you have accomplished nothing in your day. Take care of your high-priority tasks first!

Know your employees. Though some managers prefer to think about their subordinates as such, many of us do not. We prefer to view them as human beings. If you’ve read about Dale Carnegie or Warren Buffett, our country’s top businessmen and leaders, you know that they personalized their relationships with their employees. Surprise your employee by signing a funny birthday card and involve the rest of the team.

Stand up for your employees. Have you ever heard an employee say about their manager, “don’t waste your time talking to him — it won’t do you any good”? Stand up for your team. Yes, it’s hard to be the middleman between administration and your staff, but that’s the assumed role of a manager. Step up!

Delay your e-mails, and don’t work your life away. Don’t think that just because your e-mail goes out at 11 p.m. on Sunday, that everyone will think you’re a better manager. Spreading a workaholic culture or expectation is wrong. Based on many studies, if you shoot for the “work smarter, not harder” culture, your employees will respect you more.

Decide on your style of management. Indecisiveness is bad for employees. Not knowing what to expect from their manager is even worse. Decide whether you must micromanage (not advised) or whether you like the “open door” policy. Whatever you decide, make sure your employees understand your expectations.

Most clinical managers have grown into the position, and did not obtain it merely after completing an MBA program. We should strive to be leaders. As healthcare is evolving, so should the management component of healthcare.

As productivity and efficiency measures infiltrate the humanistic nature of the rehabilitation field, it’s important to set aside time to evaluate the efficiency of your own financial situation. Often, treating clinicians and business owners can be so busy caring for the health of others that they may need to be reminded to take care of themselves and those closest to them.

As 2014 begins to unfold, there are numerous reasons that this could be a very good year, as more improvement may be in store for the economy and asset markets.

2014 May Be a Very Good Year

On both Wall Street and Main Street, 2013 turned out better than many analysts expected. Perhaps the recovery will gain additional momentum in 2014, and asset markets may climb even higher. Can you remember how pessimistic things were at the end of 2012? Fear about imminent economic damage from the fiscal cliff and sequester cuts were pervasive, and people were fearful of another significant downturn in the domestic economy.

However, the economy and the stock market withstood these anxieties, and others. Last month, only hours after the Federal Reserve announced it would scale back its asset purchases this year, the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at an all-time high.

Weren’t investors supposed to be disappointed when the taper occurred? Let’s just say that the timing was right. In August, just the hint of an oncoming taper resulted in a 5.6% pullback for the Dow. Months ago, some investors were still questioning the strength of the recovery.

Today, there is less to question. As Wells Capital Management chief investment strategist James Paulsen commented in USA Today, the Fed’s move amounted to a “vote of confidence in the future,” mirroring the confidence in the stock market.

The taper to Quantitative Easing 3 was relatively small ($10 billion) and came with a pledge to hold interest rates down “well past the time” unemployment declines to 6.5%. So the Federal Reserve likely intends to maintain its accommodative stance for some time, which is just fine by investors. (In fact, the Wall Street Journal says that only two of ten Fed officials believe the central bank will raise interest rates this year.)

The Fed’s monetary policy has been instrumental to the stock market’s record-setting performance, and it isn’t going away — which is good news for this year.

Let’s also recognize that quantitative easing isn’t the only thing powering this bull market. The unemployment rate fell to 7.0% in November, a 5-year low. It was 7.9% one year ago. Last year was the fourth straight year with a gain in annual job creation.

The Fed sees Gross Domestic Product improving more than half a percentage point to 2.8-3.2% in this year, and growth of 3.0-3.4% for 2015. Housing starts have doubled in the past four years, and rose 22.7% in November to a 5.5 year peak.

Recently released Case-Shiller Home Price Index data showed a 13.3% overall annual gain in home values, and even though year-over-year existing home sales declined in November for the first time in 29 months, the National Association of Realtors said existing...
home prices had improved 0.4% in a year.3-8
The global outlook may also improve. Economists at China’s National Academy of Economic Strategy feel that the People’s Republic of China maintained GDP of approximately 7.5% in 2013 and may see as much as 7.8% growth this year. Citing Eurostat and Bloomberg research, Money reports that the Eurozone economy is projected to grow about 1.4% per year for the next 3-5 years — notably better than the annual 0.2% pace of expansion recorded so far this decade.5,9
No one is saying that there won’t be challenges or surprises this year, and stock market gains may not approach what we’ve just witnessed in 2013. That said, many indicators are signaling that this year could hold considerable promise for both Wall Street and Main Street.

Your Annual Financial Check-Up
As virtually all businesses in every industry look to continually enhance productivity and improve efficiencies, part of the solution for yourself, your family and your business could be to review in what direction your finances are headed.

Life circumstances often change as time goes by. You may have changed jobs or started a new business, bought or sold a residence, decided upon new goals. These developments can change your financial objectives.

Also, it’s just sensible to measure your financial progress. If you’re not making progress in accumulating assets, or if you are assuming too much risk as a result of your current portfolio or financial decisions, it may be time for a change. An annual re-evaluation can be like a “deep, cleansing breath” where you can get away from daily distractions and think clearly about your financial plans.

The beginning of a new year is an ideal time to take a look under the hood — financially speaking. While reviewing your finances with an investment professional, you can estimate your net worth, and possibly learn about any tax changes that might affect your investments — business or estate. It’s also a good time to make voluntary IRA contributions and review your college funding goals for dependents.

Imagine letting your investments go for five or ten years, assuming that they’re doing OK, while you wonder what the quarterly statements mean. Imagine being a few years away from retirement, only to find you have less than
a year’s salary in savings. Imagine passing away and leaving unresolved money issues for your loved ones, or subjecting them to a contentious probate process.

These scenarios are all too real. If you make the resolution to improve the efficiency of your personal finances and review what’s happening in your life financially, you can plan to avoid these issues in advance. Putting things off can be dangerous.

As you consider how you can add value to the patients that you treat, or the physical therapy business you own or operate, reflect on how your own financial checkup may provide a sense of security for yourself and your loved ones. Improved productivity and efficiency of personal and business finances can help provide solutions to many situations.

We wouldn’t tell our patients to consider their physical health once in a lifetime, and then forget about it. Physical health is an ongoing priority. The same can be said for personal financial planning.

References are available at www.advanceweb.com/pt under the Toolbox tab.

Christopher M. Pandolfi is a New York State licensed physical therapist, chartered market technician (CMT) and investment professional advising clients through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC. The views in this article are not necessarily the opinion of Cetera Advisor Networks. Contact: cpandolfi@stefans-associates.com or 516-692-2744.

Your patients deserve a compression garment that feels as good as it looks! LymphedIVAs® provides either 20-30 mmHg or 30-40 mmHg medical compression in both sleeves and gauntlets — and we do it in something other than just boring beige. With a huge selection of patterns and two crystal additions, we provide medical compression that patients actually want to wear. All our garments are made in the USA with a state of the art breathable and moisture wicking fabric with 360° stretch.

www.lymphedivas.com
1-866-411-DIVA (3482)
A New Dimension

Thinking about starting a laser therapy service?

A

fter a car accident several years ago, I suffered a herniated disc in my lower back. I experienced numbness, tingling and burning in both my feet that would get worse when I sat for greater than 20 minutes.

Sound familiar? This is the typical presentation of a patient with a lumbar herniated disc that outpatient physical therapists treat daily.

While sitting at a conference several months after my accident, I noticed a gentleman in the corner with something that resembled a flashlight. I watched other physical therapists walk over and use this device on themselves, and talk about how much better their particular pain felt after using it.

As I sat there with back pain and both my feet feeling like they were on fire, I remember saying to myself, “Yeah right — ever heard of the placebo effect?” By the second day, I could not sit anymore — I was actually standing and trying to listen. The back pain and burning sensation in my feet became too intense for me to stay, so I planned on leaving the conference at the end of the day, two days early.

Nearing that point, I thought to myself, why not go try that laser that physical therapists have been raving about? The vendor showed me how to properly use it and explained to me how it works.

It sounded too good to be true, like most new gadgets marketed for pain relief. However, within five minutes I could feel my feet again, and the burning subsided. I stood there and thought — ultrasound, electrical stimulation, iontophoresis, phonophoresis, and shortwave diathermy all do not work this fast. As I read the studies, I saw that not only does the laser decrease swelling, spasm, and pain, it truly speeds up the body’s own healing rate. I was sold.

As owner of Sport and Spine Physical Therapy and Wellness Center LLC in Tampa, Fla., and a licensed DPT for eight years, I’ve had the opportunity to use some of the best equipment and innovations money can buy.

Working in the NFL for the New England Patriots for four years, I was privileged to be part of the medical staff for the Super Bowl XXXVIII championship team in Houston, Texas. I’ve also had the opportunity to work in the NBA with the Boston Celtics, and train and rehabilitate athletes preparing for the NFL combine and draft in New Orleans.

After moving to Tampa, I had the honor of working with our nation’s veterans and active-duty soldiers returning from war. Looking back, I’m positive that low-level laser therapy, or LLLT, would have expedited healing and facilitated the return of my patients to their respective activities.

How Can LLLT Help Patients?

The main goal of a physical therapist is to get patients moving safely and efficiently, ultimately returning them to their prior level of function, or better. We have an array of modalities to choose from that act as an adjunct to our treatments. So why should we use a modality like LLLT?

In physical therapy, many patients take two steps forward and one step back over the course of their rehabilitation; they start to feel better and stress themselves too much, causing an exacerbation. That one step back can be several days, a week, or more.

What if you could cause the body to heal itself 50-60% faster, and reduce inflammation immediately, painlessly and with no side effects? For the past four years, I’ve used LLLT as an adjunct to physical therapy, with dramatic results.

The greatest part about LLLT is the patient feels immediate relief nine times out of ten. 

Unlike cryotherapy, electrical stimulation, therapeutic ultrasound, iontophoresis, and shortwave diathermy, laser therapy works as a true healing device. In my experience, other modalities merely mitigate a patient’s pain for a short time.

LLLT works at the cellular level to increase the body’s own healing rate by approximately 50-60%, depending on the laser employed. Most of the body’s healing occurs during REM sleep, and laser expedites this process.

Laser wavelengths between 820 and 840 nanometers have very little absorption as they pass through our skin, thus allowing penetration much deeper than other modalities such as therapeutic ultrasound. On average, laser will penetrate 2-3 inches. Essentially, laser therapy works in two ways: it decreases edema and increases angiogenesis, or the creation of new capillaries, at the micro-capillary bed.

Cost Concerns

As I was personally skeptical about the efficacy of LLLT, I carry that skepticism over to introducing laser therapy to patients. Therefore, I always offer the first laser treatment for free. This gives the patient a feel for how well it works.

LLLT is not covered by any insurance carrier, and to my knowledge will not be covered in the future, since Medicare is taking billing laser continued on page 24

Conditions Treated

At Sport and Spine Physical Therapy and Wellness Center, I perform laser therapy daily in my clinic on these conditions, and more:

- Arthritis (rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis)
- Back pain
- Degenerative disc disease
- Herniated discs
- Muscle spasms or stiffness
- Post-surgical pain
- Post-trauma acute pain
- Facet syndrome
- Sciatica
- Wounds (including decubitis ulcers)
- Carpal tunnel syndrome
- Temporomandibular dysfunction
- Migraine/tension headaches
- Muscle and joint strains/sprains
- Fibromyalgia
- Bursitis
- Tendonitis/tendinosis

—Ryan Whelton
Aiming Higher

Advanced technology, techniques keep injured athletes in the game

By Melissa Lichtenheld

To help athletes stay at the top of their game after a serious injury, sports doctors and physical therapists are pushing the edge to find the right balance between healing and maintaining strength and motion.

Marion Walker, a high school defensive back who injured his ankle during a football game, was up and running three months later. Under the watch of an orthopedic physical therapist, Walker has been performing sports-specific drills to be eligible for track season, when he will compete in the 800-meter race and relay events.

The 19-year-old Miami athlete, recruited to play collegiate football in California, was diagnosed with a torn deltoid ligament, dislocated ankle, and separation of the syndesmosis, a sheet of ligament connecting the leg’s fibula to the tibia.

“With the treatment plan we used, at three months it’s very realistic for an athlete to return to competition after suffering these injuries. We are so used to treating athletes that we are comfortable in knowing it won’t result in a failure of the surgery,” said Christopher Hodgkins, MD, the orthopedic surgeon who repaired Walker’s ankle at Doctors Hospital’s Center for Orthopedics & Sports Medicine in Miami.

Walker was injured when another player slammed into him as he was getting up from a tackle during a game for Coral Gables Senior High School, a four-time national champion that’s the alma mater of San Francisco 49ers’ running back Frank Gore and Houston Texans linebacker Darryl Sharpton.

“I wanted to stay in the game so I kept playing, but the pain got so bad I finally had to leave the field,” Walker said.

Surgery and Early Rehab

During surgery on Walker at the end of October, Hodgkins used an advanced device called a suture button to fix the syndesmosis tear, necessary to return stability to the ankle. Without treatment, athletes most likely would be unable to return to sports and could develop ankle arthritis if the injury is neglected, Hodgkins said.

With the suture button, athletes are able to move their ankle much earlier than usual, allowing them to work on gaining motion and strength as soon as possible without interfering with the healing process, he said.

Traditional stainless steel screws are still used by some physicians to repair the ligament, yet the screws sometimes break and have to be removed, causing further surgery for the athlete and time out of play, said Hodgkins, who specializes in conditions of the foot and ankle.

After surgery Walker wasn’t allowed to put weight on the foot for six weeks. He complied with doctors’ orders, but felt dejected at keeping the foot elevated and using crutches to get around. His spirits improved, he said, when he convinced friends to push him down the school hall in a wheelchair.

Two weeks after surgery, Walker started rehabilitation when the rigid half-cast came off. Placed in a boot, Walker was ready for range and motion exercises.

“If the foot is kept in a cast the entire first six weeks, the patient can’t move the ankle and muscles begin to atrophy. With the suture button device, we are comfortable with the athlete beginning to move the ankle at a very early stage,” Hodgkins said.

“Our goal in physical therapy is to make the transition from the first rehabilitation range-of-motion exercises to those more specific to sports, including jumping, hopping and running backwards. With the button device, athletes tend to make the comeback quicker because the range of motion isn’t lost,” said Jorge Giral, DPT, one of more than a dozen orthopedic physical therapists in the rehabilitation department at Doctors Hospital. Three physical therapists are certified in rehabilitation techniques with Pilates equipment and stretching. Giral has additional certification in orthopedic manual therapy and strength and conditioning.

During the second six weeks, Walker was walking and undergoing intensive physical therapy with aggressive strengthening, motion and balance exercises.

“The average time to start walking is at six to twelve weeks. We at Doctors Hospital have a lot of experience treating athletes, from professionals to the weekend warrior, and are more confident with them bearing weight. The sooner they can walk, the sooner they can get back to playing,” Hodgkins said.

Anti-gravity Training

Walker began walking on an anti-gravity treadmill, a machine developed by NASA that makes the body buoyant, reducing impact on joints and ligaments. Giral zipped him into the harness of the anti-gravity treadmill, a high-priced machine used in the sports world for about seven years for training and rehabilitation.

“I had been afraid to put weight on my foot and to walk on the regular treadmill,” Walker said. “With this other treadmill, I didn’t have any pain so I gained confidence.”

Giral said the anti-gravity treadmill allowed Walker to begin walking correctly while keeping up cardiovascular conditioning.

Once only accessible to professional and college sports teams and specialized hospitals, the anti-gravity treadmill has become a standard tool for physical therapy. The machine pumps air into a chamber wrapped around the body from the waist down. The increased air pressure on the body lifts it up, reducing the impact when feet touch the ground. It can be calibrated to change the body weight from 100 percent down to 20 percent.

“Physicians have taken a liking to the machine. The anti-gravity treadmill has become a standard tool for physical therapy,” said Hodgkins.

For more PT information and news please visit advanceweb.com/PT
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machine, because the patient is able to return to weight-bearing and high-impact activities quicker,” Giral said.

Aquatic therapy remains popular, but its limitations include access, movements that are less natural, infection, and fear of water. People with incisions from surgeries such as ACL repairs are susceptible to reopening the wound.

“Most patients who fit in the harness are good candidates for the anti-gravity treadmill,” Giral said. “The use of the technology was initially for athletes, but we are now treating people with knee replacements, osteoarthritis and car accident injuries. Patients are happy. They feel like they are progressing because they are doing functional movements earlier in their recovery. It returns them to a sense of normalcy.”

Progressing from surgery to running is a slow transition period and the speed of doing the exercises depends on the athlete. The healing process is monitored with a series of X-rays, physical exams by the doctor, and subjective patient reports on the level of pain.

“The less pain, the more progress he or she is making,” Hodgkins said.

“Dr. Hodgkins says I’m where I should be,” Walker said. “The therapy is really helping me get into shape for track season.” ■

Melissa Lichtenheld is a freelance writer affiliated with Baptist Health South Florida, the parent company of Doctors Hospital.
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**VALIDATED RESULTS WITH ULTRASOUND. PROVEN VERSATILITY WITH EVERYTHING ELSE.**

- Increase patient compliance
- Complement ultrasound therapy
- Enhance cryotherapy
- Calm the pain between T.E.N.S.
- Intensify soft tissue massage
- Provide fast pain relief for muscles & joints

---

**Laser continued from page 20**

codes away, not adding them. At Sport and Spine Physical Therapy and Wellness Center, we offer “laser packages.” We sell laser treatments by the number of sessions. If a patient only wants to buy one treatment, we charge $49. However, the savings increase as the sessions purchased increase.

Patients see the benefit and usually purchase packages of 10-15 sessions. We tell patients that if, for some reason, they don’t use all the treatments for the particular condition they’re presenting with, they have the opportunity to utilize the rest of the unused package over the course of one year, or may share their laser package between immediate family members.

**How Do I Advertise It?**

There are a number of great ways to advertise LLLT. I recommend marketing your laser therapy service to the public instead of to physicians. In my experience, physicians have never heard of laser therapy, or don’t have much experience with lasers, and therefore are skeptical about it.

I’m still surprised to talk to orthopedic surgeons, neurologists and neurosurgeons who have never heard of laser therapy for pain relief. On the contrary, the public will try just about anything to relieve their pain.

I use a combination of mediums that specifically advertise “pain relief.” The treatment of pain is a $60-billion industry and growing with our aging population. If you want to tap into the patient population with pain, you need to advertise pain relief.

Advertising “physical therapy” just doesn’t work. Unfortunately, the public doesn’t associate physical therapy with relieving pain. From my experience, asking the general public (and I urge others to randomly ask people) what physical therapists do resulted in answers that shocked me. The common conception was a physical therapist is a cross between a fitness trainer and a massage therapist. The last thing a person suffering in pain wants to do is exercise. That’s why it is imperative you advertise “pain relief” for success with a laser therapy service.

Marketing doesn’t have to be costly. I’ve had great success using brochures, window graphics, banners, signs and flyers. Google, Bing, Yahoo Adwords, and pay-per-click advertising tend to be expensive and may not be worth your money.

Providing a complementary consultation along with a free laser treatment is crucial. The consultation provides you the opportunity to assess the underlying reason for a patient’s pain. Use this opportunity to impart your expertise on how to best treat the root cause of his pain in conjunction with laser therapy so the problem doesn’t return.

**Adding Another Dimension**

Low-level laser therapy is one of the fastest-growing modalities used by physical therapists across the country, and its effectiveness speaks for itself. By implementing the correct advertising methods, your practice will add another dimension. The ability to decrease pain immediately, safely, and without the use of injections or oral medications allows you to tap into a massive industry where pharmaceutical companies spend billions of dollars in advertising.

LLLIT is here to stay, so if you haven’t implemented it into your practice, I highly recommend you do. ■

Ryan Whelton is owner of Sport and Spine Physical Therapy and Wellness Center in Tampa, Fla. Contact: info@ptandpainrelief.com
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Exciting Online Continuing Education

Learn and earn 5 hours of continuing education credit from our many exciting, interactive and clinically focused online courses: Multiple Sclerosis, Total Knee & Hip Arthroplasty, Functional Assessment & Treatment, Gait and Balance, Knee Osteoarthritis, Seating and Mobility, Lumbar Stenosis, Wiltabilitation, Stroke, Medically Complex, Hip Fracture, G-Codes, Aging Foot, Vestibular, Home Health. Well-known instructors such as Dr. Carole Lewis and Dr. Dale Avers bring these courses to life with real patients, case studies and a focus on practical application. Fast and easy to complete. Visit our web site to watch 2 minute videos on the most current studies impacting your practice - for free. Use code ADV25 for $25 discount. Contact: www.Greatseminarsonline.com

FEB. 8-9, 2014 COPPELL, TX
FEB. 15-16, 2014 LAS VEGAS, NV

Myokinematic Restoration
Advanced lecture and lab course explores biomechanics of contralateral and ipsilateral myokinematic lumbo-pelvic-femoral dysfunction. Treatment emphasizes restoration of pelvic-femoral alignment and recruitment of rotational muscles to reduce synergistic patterns of pathomechanic asymmetry. Emphasis on restoration, recruitment and retraining activities using rotators of the femur, pelvis and trunk. Techniques to inhibit overactive musculature will enable the course participant to restore normal resting muscle position. Learn assessment and management skills when treating “piriformis syndrome”, right SI joint dysfunction, and low back strain. Mention this ad to receive a 5% tuition discount. Contact: Postural Restoration Institute, 888-691-4583 (toll-free); www.posturalrestoration.com

FEB. 8-9, 2014 PORTLAND, OR
MARCH 1-2, 2014 INDIANAPOLIS, IN

Postural Respiration
Clinicians will gain an appreciation for the postural influences of: rib torsion, asymmetrical oblique strength, inconsistent breathing patterns, habitual use of accessory respiratory musculature and a restricted diaphragm. The focus of this course will be to “balance” polyarticular muscular chains through focused functional assessment of the upper-half. Integrated treatments using manual therapy and non-manual techniques to restore respiratory and rotational functions of the thorax will be covered. Learn clinical assessment and management skills when treating diagnosis such as “fibromyalgia”, thoracic outlet syndrome and shoulder dysfunction. Mention this ad to receive a 5% tuition discount. Contact: Postural Restoration Institute, 888-691-4583 (toll-free); www.posturalrestoration.com

FEB. 15-16, 2014 GREENSBORO, NC
MARCH 22-23, 2014 JACKSON AREA, MS

IASTM - Instrument Assisted Soft Tissue Mobilization
Soft tissue pathology plays a primary role in limiting mobility, often resulting in profound loss of function for those with injuries. Learn the theory and intervention strategies for identifying and treating soft tissue restrictions utilizing Instrument Assisted Soft Tissue Mobilization (IASTM) techniques. In this lab intensive, case-study-based course, participants will receive hands-on instruction in the proper use of IASTM. Hosting opportunities available for 2014-2015. Contact: Rehab Education, LLC, 845-368-2458 for questions; info@RehabEd.com or www.RehabEd.com for details and registration.

ON-SITE SEMINARS
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KinesioTaping® Fundamentals and Advanced - KT1/KT2
Check online for many more KinesioTaping KT1/KT2, KinesioTaping® KT3 courses and new KinesioTaping® KT4 specialty course dates and locations, nationwide. KTA approved seminar. Learn the fundamental and advanced concepts, corrective techniques of the KinesioTaping® Method, and the unique properties and use of KinesioTape. Lab sessions provide ample time to practice KinesioTaping skills for upper and lower body applications. Hosting opportunities available for 2014-2015. Contact: Rehab Education, LLC, 845-368-2458 for questions; info@RehabEd.com or www.RehabEd.com for details and registration.
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FEB. 15-16, 2014 LAS VEGAS, NV

Postural Respiration
Clinicians will gain an appreciation for the postural influences of: rib torsion, asymmetrical oblique strength, inconsistent breathing patterns, habitual use of accessory respiratory musculature and a restricted diaphragm. The focus of this course will be to “balance” polyarticular muscular chains through focused functional assessment of the upper-half. Integrated treatments using manual therapy and non-manual techniques to restore respiratory and rotational functions of the thorax will be covered. Learn clinical assessment and management skills when treating diagnosis such as “fibromyalgia”, thoracic outlet syndrome and shoulder dysfunction. Mention this ad to receive a 5% tuition discount. Contact: Postural Restoration Institute, 888-691-4583 (toll-free); www.posturalrestoration.com
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IASTM - Instrument Assisted Soft Tissue Mobilization
Soft tissue pathology plays a primary role in limiting mobility, often resulting in profound loss of function for those with injuries. Learn the theory and intervention strategies for identifying and treating soft tissue restrictions utilizing Instrument Assisted Soft Tissue Mobilization (IASTM) techniques. In this lab intensive, case-study-based course, participants will receive hands-on instruction in the proper use of IASTM. Hosting opportunities available for 2014-2015. Contact: Rehab Education, LLC, 845-368-2458 for questions; info@RehabEd.com or www.RehabEd.com for details and registration.
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Entry-level DPT in a Weekend On-Campus Format
At Neumann University, we know that adult students don’t have time to attend class during the week. That’s why we designed our unique weekend format just for you.

The Neumann DPT...
• Is accredited by CAPTE
• Requires 30 weeks on campus per year (excluding full-time clinical affiliations)
• Allows you to structure work hours around your studies

For more information, call 800-9-NEUMANN or visit www.neumann.edu to apply online. Our next class has just 28 seats available and starts in May 2014.

Aston, Pennsylvania
FUEL YOUR CAREER...
With a single course or a full degree

Des Moines University offers post-graduate studies for physical therapists. Take just a few courses or earn your Post-Professional D.P.T. degree — the choice is yours!

- Coursework in manual therapy, business management, clinical medicine and more
- Clinically-applicable courses are eight weeks in length
- Experience coursework prior to committing to the full PPDPT degree program
- All courses are online

Des Moines University

Check us out at www.dmu.edu/ppdpt or call 515-271-7854.

FOCUSED
ON OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY?

West Coast University offers a focused program to help you earn the MSOT degree you need in as little as 24 months — including 1,080 hours of fieldwork — that’s a full year faster than many other programs.

If you love helping people and adapting new ways to make their lives better, then you’ll want to learn more about earning your MSOT from WCU.

Des Moines University

Learn more now:
877-336-8840 or westcoastuniversity.edu

Classes are forming at our new Los Angeles campus - Vermont Building.

As an Occupational Therapist, you could be developing unique solutions to assist people improve the quality of their lives - and with projected national growth at 33% by 2020,* this profession offers many career opportunities.

West Coast University

Yoga for the Special Child, LLC Certification Programs

This comprehensive program of Yoga techniques is designed to stimulate the development of children w/ special needs. Our teaching methods are gentle & restorative; safe for babies & children w/ Down Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, Microcephaly, Autism & other developmental disabilities. These methods also provide an effective Tx for children diagnosed w/ ADD/ADHD & LEARNING DISABILITIES. Taught by internationally renowned Yoga therapist and author Sonia Sumar, our certification curriculum includes instruction in Yoga poses, breathing exercises, infant massage and deep relaxation techniques.

Contact: 941-925-9677; or www.specialyoga.com for a complete list of program dates & locations.

Starting and Running a Pediatric Therapy Practice

This seminar presented by entrepreneur Vincent Mullins, MOT, OTR, will provide clear steps to open and run a pediatric OT/PT/ST private practice. All aspects of start-up and growth of the practice will be presented through personal experience and years of research and development. Both therapy and business portions will be discussed. 11 CE hours. Live video available for those unable to attend. Contact: 940-300-2299; or www.THERAPYSEMINARSLLC.com to register online.
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GREAT SEMINARS ARE 20 CONTACT HOURS. QUALIFY FOR YOUR GERIATRIC TRAINING CERTIFICATION ONCE YOU HAVE COMPLETED 8 COURSES. VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS. VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS. VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS. VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS.

Visit greatseminarsonline.com

Looking for GREAT Online courses? Visit greatseminarsonline.com
LYMPHEDEMA THERAPY LYMPHATIC THERAPY

Students can now become fully certified in Complete Decongestive Therapy through a unique, fully-modernized online and classroom hybrid curriculum, *The Advantage Optimal Access Course Format:*

- Students complete the theoretical portion of the course online via a rich multimedia audio and video portal.
- Students complete the practical portion of the course in the classroom in nine days - Saturday through Sunday - thereby only missing 5 work days.
- The *Advantage Optimal Access Course Format* meets the qualifications of the Lymphology Association of North America for further LANA Certification in Lymphedema Therapy.
- The *Advantage Optimal Access Course Format* is approved for CEUs by multiple state PTAs and the AOTA.

The Klose Training Advantage:

- Complete Decongestive Therapy (CDT – Foeldi method)
- Manual Lymph Drainage (MLD – Vodder technique)

Reduced classroom time means reduced travel and accommodations expenses of 40% to 50% for savings of $1,200 to $1,400!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lymphegema Therapy Certification Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students can now become fully certified in Complete Decongestive Therapy through a unique, fully-modernized online and classroom hybrid curriculum, <em>The Advantage Optimal Access Course Format:</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Students complete the theoretical portion of the course online via a rich multimedia audio and video portal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Students complete the practical portion of the course in the classroom in nine days - Saturday through Sunday - thereby only missing 5 work days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The <em>Advantage Optimal Access Course Format</em> meets the qualifications of the Lymphology Association of North America for further LANA Certification in Lymphedema Therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The <em>Advantage Optimal Access Course Format</em> is approved for CEUs by multiple state PTAs and the AOTA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Phoenix Core Solutions PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OPTIONS IN 2014!**

**New! INTERACTIVE WEBINARS**

**ON LINE**

Beyond Kegels: Pelvic Muscle & Bladder Dysfunction - Feb 11-13

Pregnancy & Postpartum Programs - Feb 25-27

Pelvic Rotator Cuff: Back, Sl, Hip, Knee & Ankle – March 25-27

Mature Woman & Prolapse - Mar 18-20

See course descriptions and register at www.phoenixcore.com

**March 2, 2014 WOODMERE, LI, NY**

**The Socially Speaking iPad Seminar**

The Developmental Integration of Play and Pre-Literacy Apps for Early Childhood Service Providers...Which Apps to use when? Presented by Penina Ryback, MA/CCC-SLP and CEO of Socially Speaking, Inc. This program will provide a "hands-on" tutorial on implementing Apps in the iPad for a positive educational experience for young children with special needs and challenging behaviors. It provides tips on best practices for the busy service provider, developmental prerequisite skills when planning goals/lesson plans with the iPad and suggested strategies to foster self-regulation, fine motor and challenging behaviors. It provides tips on best practices for Early Childhood Service Providers...Which Apps to use when?

**MARCH 25-27, 2014 BURLINGTON, VT**

**Postural Restoration Institute**

Postural Restoration Institute, Contact: Postural Restoration Institute, Phone 888-691-4583 (toll-free); www.posturalrestoration.com

**FEB. 28-MARCH 8, 2014 MINNEAPOLIS, MN**

**FEB. 27-MARCH 3, 2014 HOUSTON, TX**

**Lymphegema Therapy Certification**

**Vodder MLD & Foeldi CDT**

Klose Training offers the highest-quality lymphegema certification in the US. It’s the most efficient & cost-effective way to become certified. 45 hrs of online home study +90 hrs of classroom (lab) instruction. (Fewer days away from work; lower travel costs). UE-only option: 90 hrs. Pathophysiology, diagnosis, & DD are taught by an expert lymphegema physician. Lab instructors are the most experienced in the field. Approved for CEUs. Meets requirements to take the LANA exam. Free post-graduate services. Program est. 1990 by Guenter Klose, Certified Instructor. Contact: Klose Training, 303-245-0333; info@klosetraining.com or www.klosetraining.com

**APRIL 14-17, 2014 BALTIMORE, MD**

**Advanced NDT for Measurable Functional Outcomes**

Instructor: Suzanne Davis-Bombria; Kate Bain. Location: Texas Children’s Hospital, Houston, Texas 77030. Contact: Mitzi Wiggin, 832-826-6107 for more information; e-mail: mmwiggin@texaschildrens.org; or register online: www.texaschildrens.org/prmr and click on continuing education.

**MARCH 29-APRIL 1, 2014 SAN ANTONIO, TX**

**MLDCDT Courses 2014**

February 28-March 8

Boulder, CO

March 14-22

Baltimore (Glen Burnie), MD

May 2-10

Wallingford, CT

July 18-26

Boston (Chelmsford), MA

August 9-17

St. Louis, MO

More classes coming!

*For the most up-to-date course locations and schedule, visit www.klosetraining.com

**KLOSE TRAINING & CONSULTING**

**LYMPHEDEMA THERAPY CERTIFICATION COURSE**

Phone 303-245-0333

Fax 303-245-0334

info@klosetraining.com

www.klosetraining.com

**March 2, 2014 Woodmere, LI, NY**

**The Socially Speaking iPad Seminar**

The Developmental Integration of Play and Pre-Literacy Apps for Early Childhood Service Providers...Which Apps to use when? Presented by Penina Ryback, MA/CCC-SLP and CEO of Socially Speaking, Inc. This program will provide a "hands-on" tutorial on implementing Apps in the iPad for a positive educational experience for young children with special needs and challenging behaviors. It provides tips on best practices for the busy service provider, developmental prerequisite skills when planning goals/lesson plans with the iPad and suggested strategies to foster self-regulation, fine motor and challenging behaviors. It provides tips on best practices for Early Childhood Service Providers...Which Apps to use when?

**MARCH 29-APRIL 1, 2014 SAN ANTONIO, TX**

**Recovering Function NDT Courses**

Intro, Advanced, Cert

Recovering Function’s series of “hands-on” NDT courses provides you with a step-by-step framework of problem-solving strategies and manual cues for assessing potential and individualizing functional outcomes when implementing interventions for your adult clients with hemiplegia. Audience: OTs, COTAs, PTs, PTAs. Cathy Runyan, OTR/L, & Peggy Miller, PT, Recovering Function NDT Instructors. Offered nationwide. Contact: Recovering Function, 408-268-3691; or www.RecoveringFunction.com for a complete brochure of intro, advanced, and cert courses as well as information about additional course dates/locations, group rates & free registra-

**MARCH 8-11, 2014 BRONX, NY**

**Postural Restoration Institute**

Postural Restoration Institute, Contact: Postural Restoration Institute, Phone 888-691-4583 (toll-free); www.posturalrestoration.com

**FEB. 28-MARCH 8, 2014 MINNEAPOLIS, MN**

**MARCH 14-22, 2014 BOULDER, CO**

**APRIL 4-12, 2014 BALTIMORE, MD**
Complex Neuro & Geriatric Patients: Falls Prevention & Balance
Falls risk has been identified as a key factor in hospital admission and re-admission. Learn to use evidence based interventions for improving balance, preventing falls, promoting strength and function in geriatric and neurologic patients. A key focus is learning to select and use the most appropriate tools for assessing balance/risk of falls and evaluating function.
Participants will examine the relationship between cognition, the sensory system and balance control problems and will apply motor control interventions and motor learning concepts to specific conditions. Focus is on effective evidence-based treatment strategies to prevent falls and re-admission, improve functional balance and optimize the environment for patients with balance problems, including the elderly, those with stroke, Parkinson’s disease, and medically complex conditions across the continuum of care.
Instructor: Carole Burnett
Contact: Education Resources, Inc., 508-359-6533; 800-487-6530 (outside MA); www.educationresourcesinc.com

Electrical Stimulation: Enhancing Pediatric Outcomes
This two-day course with intensive hands-on lab format allows pediatric therapists the opportunity to learn about the use of electric stimulation modalities for functional rehabilitation in the pediatric population. Learn and practice how to select parameters for using TENS and FES to enhance treatment protocols specifically for the pediatric population with neurological and orthopedic diagnoses. Review TENS and FES parameter selection for chronic pain, muscle strengthening, neuromuscular rehabilitation, and the use of sensory level stimulation to enhance feedback and motor learning. Gait lab will review options for electrode placement, available devices, and use of sensory input rather than or before attempting motor response. Learn and practice specific treatment protocols for shoulder subluxation, rhomboid stabilization, and brachial plexus injuries. Facial paralysis from surgical or virus-based issues will be discussed. Recent research will be reviewed for electrical modalities, with contraindications specifically referring to Pediatrics. Prior knowledge of modalities & anatomy is helpful to maximize learning experience.

Management of Lymphedema for the Head and Neck
April 25–26
Cincinnati, OH
June 20–21
Denver, CO

Lymphatic Correction Using Elastic Taping Method
April 27–28
Cincinnati, OH
June 22–23
Denver, CO

Advanced Lymphedema Management I (Refresher)
May 15–18
Sacramento, CA
October 16–19
Charlotte, NC

Wound Management Strategies / Advanced Wound
March 22–23
Palm Beach Gardens, FL (WOUND)
March 24–25
Palm Beach Gardens, FL (ADV)

LANA® Exam Preparation Course
March 29–30
Houston, TX
July 19–20
Sacramento, CA

Contact:
Joachim E. Zuther, PT, MT, CDTI – Founder of the Academy of Lymphatic Studies and Author of Lymphedema Management: A Comprehensive Guide for Practitioners

www.acols.com | 1.800.863.5935

Advance for Physical Therapy & Rehab Medicine
This two day course is designed to provide participants with an introduction to the Neuro-IFRAH® principles of management and a practical application of these principles to increase function in adults with hemiplegia from a stroke or brain injury. Participants will be able to apply the information and handling techniques learned in a variety of treatment settings including acute care, inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation, home care, and skilled nursing facilities. Hosting opportunities available for 2014-2015. Contact: Rehab Education, LLC, 845-368-2458 for questions; info@RehabEd.com or www.RehabEd.com for details and registration.

The Norton School of Lymphatic Therapy's Advantage Optimal Access Format is a blended live & web-based certification program producing LANA-eligible lymphedema therapists in only 9 continuous days. Only 5 workdays and 2 weekendends make this course the most sensible, cost-effective, unmatched choice. Save large expenses on staff coverage, travel, hotel and meals. Take our online Virtual Tour and compare to other schools! This course teaches: Manual Lymph Drainage (MLD) & Complete Decongestive Therapy (Vodder/ Foeldi Tech) covering 135 hours, basic and advanced MLD, bandaging & Tx protocols, Tx of primary & secondary lymphedema, extremity & non-extremity lymphedema. All Norton School instructors are recognized national experts and are available via e-mail & phone consultation for Tx of complex patients. We offer Advanced Training Programs, Reviews, Bi-Annual Conferences, Specialized Training Videos & free lifetime listing in our Therapist Referral Database. Multiple courses offered per month nationally. Inquire about hosting a course! MD, RN, PT, OT, PT Assistants, Nurses & MTs qualified. The Norton School is recognized by FPTA, NJ, SBPTE, TPTA, AOTA & NBCTMB for CEUs. Senior Faculty: Steve Norton, MLD/CD, CLT-LANA; Andrea Cheville, MD, Medical Director. Contact: 866-445-9674 (toll-free); 866-854-7800 (fax); info@NortonSchool.com or www.NortonSchool.com

Learn about conservative and surgical management of Obstetrical Brachial Plexus Injury over the course of infancy, childhood, and teen years through a detailed overview of the anatomy of the initial nerve injury and the muscular and bony sequelae that often results in lifelong neuromuscular and orthopedic challenges. Learn comprehensive examination and intervention strategies for each stage of recovery throughout infancy, childhood, and teen years, and how to develop an on-going treatment plan to assist the child to achieve their fullest potential. Hosting opportunities available for 2014-2015. Contact: Rehab Education, LLC, 845-368-2458 for questions; info@RehabEd.com or www.RehabEd.com for details and registration.

Finally...Training BY Therapists - FOR Therapists

ILWTI is now offering Continuing Education Specialist Courses - Taught In A Brand New Way.

Practice Based and Clinically Focused - These exciting hybrid courses prepare you like no other to immediately return to your practice with confidence in your skills. We Dare to Compare and give you more for your money than any of the competition.

- Wound Care & Edema - LIVE - Sacramento, CA
- Pressure Ulcer Treatment - Sacramento, CA
- Lymphedema - Miami, FL
- Pressure Ulcer Treatment - Miami, FL
- Wound Debridement - Sacramento, CA

Visit us online at www.ILWTI.com for complete course details and 2014 schedule. SAVE MONEY AND GET MORE, Register Today!

As a private practice owner, you will be inundated with thousands of ways to “grow your business.” Now more than ever, with declining reimbursements, we must be efficient with our time and money.

The most sane, cost-effective, and effective way to grow your practice is to answer the three questions above. Take some time to honestly answer these questions and apply them to you and your practice. Once you do, you will know exactly how to grow your practice, from the inside.

Brandon J. Buehler is co-owner and co-founder of Coury & Buehler Physical Therapy, a 4-location practice in Orange County, Calif. Coury & Buehler Physical Therapy was named ADVANCE Magazine Practice of the Year for 2013. Visit www.cbphysicaltherapy.com

The Wisconsin Physical Therapy Association (WPTA) will host its Spring Conference 4/10-11, 2014 at the Kalahari Resort & Convention Center, Wisconsin Dells. The conference will feature hands-on labs, lectures, discussions, expert panels and a professional issues forum. Attendees will receive contact hours qualified as continuing education by the Wisconsin DSPS for courses attended in their entirety. Registration includes continental breakfasts, morning & afternoon breaks, luncheons, Welcome Reception, Business Meeting, Awards Dinner and conference materials. All classes are held on a first-come, first-served basis. Sign up early! Contact: WPTA office at 608-221-9191; wpta@wpta.org for more information; www.wpta.org to download a registration form or register online.

Finally, look for us at the APTA CSM Conference in Las Vegas April 26-27, 2014.

If you have any questions, please contact us at 208-704-9606 or info@rnlawgroup.com.
For any athlete, loss of function and atrophy are the most devastating of all. Most athletes have played with pain and swelling, but loss of function is the most common reason to be sidelined, and to also undergo rehabilitation.

Whether the athlete has a simple sprain or strain, or a more complex injury such as torn ligaments, all will need neuromuscular recruitment intervention. Electrical stimulation can be utilized with or without exercise. It can either be applied weight-bearing or nonweight-bearing, depending on the phase of tissue healing or patient position tolerance. Both are functional, especially when weight bearing.

The added electrical stimulation gives more influence to the neuromuscular reactive intervention. Patients seem to enjoy the muscle assistance with the stimulation, giving them a “wow” effect when the electricity makes their muscles twitch. This not only adds function to the session, but it’s fun.

Take Precautions

As with the administration of any modality, there is a risk of injury with electrical stimulation. One athlete had nerve damage with a loss of sensation from his injury. The therapist at a previous facility used electrical stimulation at such a high intensity that the patient became burned and is permanently scarred where the electrodes were placed.

Thorough examination and assessment before, during and after the application of electrical stimulation is a must to assure that no skin irritation has occurred. Also, during the session, it is vitally important to inform the patient what will be felt and what to expect from the modality. During any part of the session, if there is any increased pain or discomfort, it must be reported to the therapist immediately.

As the field of physical therapy has become a doctoring profession, more evidence-based research is providing rationale to what clinicians prescribe. Good judgment is necessary when deciding whether to use electrical stimulation.

As with any part of a rehabilitation program, progression is expected, and electrical stimulation is not exempt from this. The athlete cannot play “wired up” with electrical stimulation and therefore must be able to progress to the point where he has gone from acute to chronic tissue healing. At this point, the therapist needs to think less about using modalities and more about using more functional sport activities to achieve return to sport.

Athletes can get injured from movement, and they need to return to sport with optimal movement. Electrical stimulation is not the cure-all or heal-all, it just helps. In the end, it is always best not to depend solely on modalities. They must be looked at as a part of a comprehensive, complete treatment regimen used to enhance tissue healing and promote safe return to sport.

Vincent M. Burke is president and owner of Infinity Rehabilitation and Sports Medicine LLC in Rochelle Park, N.J.
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania

Shape Babies’ Lives at Cranial Technologies!

Start a rewarding career treating infants with plagiocephaly in a satisfying work environment.

Clinicians at CranialTech enjoy:
• Direct patient care and visible patient progress within 2-3 weeks
• No productivity patient quotas, long days, weekends or holidays and minimal paperwork
• Future opportunities nationwide in training, mentoring and travel
• Formal training program and one year of mentoring with a company that has specialized in plagiocephaly for more than 25 years
• Competitive salary and generous benefits package, including 35 weeks of paid time off

Learn more about this opportunity by visiting cranialtech.com/careers, or by calling (866) 362-2263!

NOW HIRING PART-TIME & FULL-TIME OCCUPATIONAL & PHYSICAL THERAPISTS IN:
EDISON, NJ & HACKENSACK, NJ

New exciting placements available!
Placement for Monolingual and Bilingual OTs, PTs, SLPs, Licensed Psychologists (PhD or PsyD)
NY Licensed Psychologists (PhD or PsyD)
IMMEDIATE NEEDS:
• Adult and Pediatric Home Care • Facilities
• Preschools and School Placements (Assessments and/or Treatments)
High Rates Available!
Workshops and training sessions scheduled throughout the year!

Physical Therapists
All-City Health Care Services is a licensed home care agency, with current opportunities in Queens, Brooklyn, the Bronx, Manhattan and Nassau County.
Per Diem • Excellent pay
Interested applicants please call 718-897-3656 or 813-781-4343
E-mail: allcityhealth@aol.com

Licensed Physical Therapist
Ortho/Rehab Group Suffolk County, Nassau County and NY boroughs
Willing to Sponsor Right Candidate
Call: 516-374-6838 ext 117
Fax Resume: 516-374-2362
E-mail: IMCWC@optonline.net

FIND A NEW JOB AT www.advanceweb.com

Remember why you became a Physical Therapist? We do.

NOW HIRING Fee For Service and Full Time Therapists to change the lives of people with developmental disabilities in the Bronx and Manhattan.

WALK-IN INTERVIEWS
Wednesdays 12:00pm – 6:00pm
460 West 34th Street  11th Floor
New York, NY 10001
Apply at yal.org/careers

YAI Seeing beyond disability.
Physical Therapist
Full/Part-Time

A private school for students with multiple disabilities and autism 3-21 years of age is currently seeking interested candidates for an opening within the physical therapy department.

Fax resume to (732) 922-8133 or send to Gina Fyfe:
Children’s Center of Monmouth County
1115 Green Grove Road, Neptune, NJ 07753
(732) 922-0228
EOE/AA

 physical therapists

Choose Your State

New Jersey, New York, Virginia, Georgia

UPPER SOUTH ATLANTIC

Shape Babies’ Lives at Cranial Technologies!

Start a rewarding career treating infants with plagiocephaly in a satisfying work environment.

Clinicians at CranialTech enjoy:
- Direct patient care and visible patient progress within 2-3 weeks
- No productivity/patient quotas, long days, weekends or holidays and minimal paperwork
- Future opportunities nationwide in training, mentoring and travel
- Formal training program and one year of mentoring with a company that has specialized in plagiocephaly for more than 25 years
- Competitive salary and generous benefits package, including 15 weeks of paid time off

Fax resume to (732) 922-8133 or send to Gina Fyfe:
Children’s Center of Monmouth County
1115 Green Grove Road, Neptune, NJ 07753
(732) 922-0228
EOE/AA

Lower South Atlantic

Where opportunity meets excellence

At DeKalb Medical, we are seeking experienced PTs to join our team in PRN roles. We are seeking individuals, just like yourself, who value commitment to providing exceptional service excellence.

DeKalb Medical at North Decatur · DeKalb Medical at Hillandale
DeKalb Medical at Downtown Decatur

Positions are PRN and will work primarily for weekend coverage.

DeKalb Medical is more than just a hospital—we are a not-for-profit health system, composed of three hospital campuses, known for our premier clinical services, the latest technological advances and a caring and highly trained staff.

What makes DeKalb Medical Rehabilitation different?
- Commitment to continuous learning
  - Encouraging staff to rotate to various areas, which helps our team expand their knowledge and skills
  - Continuous learning by offering continuing education courses, “lunch and learn” and hosting a monthly discipline meeting
- Fostering an environment that includes open communication and supportive team members
- Diverse opportunities and a diverse patient population
  - Our department is composed of five disciplines across three campuses
  - Extensive therapy programs, so whatever your area of specialty, we can meet your needs

For more information, or to be contacted by one of our recruiters, visit us at: jobs.dekalbmedical.org or email your resume directly to brenda.popp@dekalbmedical.org

We push BEYOND ordinary into Extraordinary.

DeKalb Medical
Pushing Beyond
EOE

Boost Your Career — Go to www.AdvanceWeb.com

Physical Therapist
Full Time

Palisades Medical Center, a 202-bed community hospital located in North Bergen, NJ, has an exciting Full Time opportunity to work in our Sports Center. Outpatient experience is required. Some evenings required.

To qualify, you must possess a current NJ license, DPT preferred. Bilingual Spanish speaking is helpful. Salary commensurate with experience. Excellent benefits.

Please send your resume to Joseph DeGennaro, Director of Human Resources. Email: jdegennaro@palisadesmedical.org. Visit us at www.palisadesmedical.org. EOE M/F/D/V.
**SUMMER EMPLOYMENT**

**PTs for summer therapy camp.**
- Children with physical disabilities ages 3-17.
- Located on Lake Superior.
- June 8th through August 3rd
- Salary plus room and board, and the experience of a lifetime.
- Contact Christy Osborn.

**Bay Cliff Health Camp**
P.O. Box 310
Big Bay, MI 49808
906-345-9314
E-mail: BayCliff@baycliff.org
www.baycliff.org

**Shape Babies’ Lives at Cranial Technologies!**
Start a rewarding career treating infants with plagiocephaly in a satisfying work environment.

Clinicians at CranialTech enjoy:
- Direct patient care and visible patient progress within 2-3 weeks
- No productivity/patient quotas, long days, weekends or holidays and minimal paperwork
- Future opportunities nationwide in training, mentoring and travel
- Formal training program and one year of mentoring with a company that has specialized in plagiocephaly for more than 15 years
- Competitive salary and generous benefits package, including 15 weeks of paid time off.

Learn more about this opportunity by visiting cranialtech.com/careers, or by calling (888) 362-2263!

**Too Little Salt Intake**

Links between sodium consumption and health outcomes support recommendations to lower sodium intake, but recent evidence does not support reduction in sodium intake to less than 2,300 mg/day, according to a report from the Institute of Medicine. Low sodium intake may lead to risk of adverse health effects among those with mid- to late-stage heart failure who are receiving aggressive treatment for the disease. More research is needed to shed more light on associations between lower levels of sodium and health outcomes.

---

**Easter Seals South Carolina, LLC**
Now Offers Physical Therapy Billing Services for Private Providers

Easter Seals SC, LLC handles all aspects of your Pediatric Rehabilitation billing needs including: charge data entry, payment posting, electronic and paper claim filing, insurance follow up, secondary and tertiary claim filing (BabyNet included), patient statements, appeals, billing questions and collections.

- We charge 9% of revenue income (We do not get paid unless you get paid)
- Medicaid/BabyNet/Private Insurance credentialing
- It is as easy as scanning in your daily SOAP Note in PDF Format or sending via postal mail
- Technical Assistance offered for Medicaid/BabyNet/First Steps Audits
- Designed SOAP Notes with customized logo for your business
- Assistance with designing Evaluation and Quarterly Progress Note Template

Easter Seals SC, LLC services removes the hassle of billing so you can concentrate on patient care.

With over 75 years of pediatric therapy experience, our services are YOUR solution to increasing your profitability and improving your bottom line.

For More Information Please Contact:
Tami Adger, Medical Rehabilitation Director
803.429.8474 • tadger@sc.easterseals.com

**ORTHOPAEDICS IN THE HEART OF COLUMBIA, SC!**

Hiring a full-time PT preferably with at least 2 years of experience, for a strong orthopedic caseload and manual therapy opportunity at PINNACLE PHYSICAL THERAPY! Send resume with references to:
Catherine Sullivan • (864) 482-0064
catherine.sullivan@csmr.org • www.csmr.org

---

**Gifts, Giveaways & Promotional Products**

Save $50 on your first order
Mention code CPFIL50 on orders of $500 or more.

Call: 877-776-6680
advancecustompromotions.com

---

**ORDER ARTICLE REPRINTS**

CALL 800-355-5627

---

**ADVANCE for Physical Therapists & PT Assistants is on Facebook!**
- Meet tons of new people in your field
- Share your experiences on our wall
- Post your photos and videos
- Read our staff blogs • And more

Visit www.advanceweb.com/pt and click on the “Find Us on Facebook” link.
**TEXAS, NEVADA**

**EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES**

**EOE/AA, M/F/D/V. No agencies, please.**

Based in Fort Worth, TX

A rewarding place to work, a team to back you up and a little fun every day – www.cookchildrens.org/careers

**Great PT Opportunities:**
- Physical Therapist-Hurst
- Physical Therapist-Home Health
- Physical Therapist (Case by Case)-Home Health
- Physical Therapist-Sports Rehab

**Cook Children’s.**

Based in Fort Worth, TX

EOE/AA, M/F/D/V. No agencies, please.

**STEM CELLS**

Scientists at Oregon Health & Science University and the Oregon National Primate Research Center (ONPRC) have successfully reprogrammed human skin cells to become embryonic stem cells. Their findings were recently published in the journal *Cell*.

**TIME TO RENEW YOUR FREE SUBSCRIPTION**

CALL 800.355.1088

www.advanceweb.com

**Stem Cells**

Scientists at Oregon Health & Science University and the Oregon National Primate Research Center (ONPRC) have successfully reprogrammed human skin cells to become embryonic stem cells. Their findings were recently published in the journal *Cell*.

**MOUNTAIN**

**MY LEFT FOOT CHILDREN’S THERAPY**

“The best pediatric outpatient clinic in the country!”

We provide the highest-quality PT, OT, ST, Aquatic Therapy & Feeding Therapy, in a fun and kid-friendly environment!

- All private treatment rooms with therapy swings!
- Indoor swimming pool and full-size trampoline!
- Indoor rock climbing wall and Wii system!
- The most fun and knowledgeable staff in the country!
- Starting salary: $92,000-$115,000 • $1,000 Bonus for every yr. of FT peds. exp. up to $16,000 • Group Medical & Dental • 401(k) Plan • FSA • AFLAC
- Holidays • PTO • Reimbursed CEUs • No State Income Tax

Sunny warm winters, 4 hours from the ocean, 30 minutes to the mountains, 30 minutes to the lake. Come see what we have to offer!

For more info: www.mylifefromthegetgo.com
If you would like to join our amazing team, e-mail your resume to: Therapy@mylifefromthegetgo.com
Also accepting applications for a rehab manager

**ADVANCE E-NEWSLETTER**

SIGN UP TODAY!

WWW.ADVANCEWEB.COM

**ADVANCE**

E-MAIL JOB LEADS TO YOUR FRIENDS

WWW.ADVANCEWEB.COM
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

California

Physical Therapist Assistant Program Director

Our work environment is dynamic. Our people are valued.
A rewarding career awaits you at Concorde!

Location: San Diego, CA • Job Code: 5480 • # of openings: 1

Description: Concorde Career Colleges, Inc. is a nationally recognized for-profit, post-secondary education company providing career training in the field of allied health, and we have an opening for a Physical Therapist Assistant Program Director at our campus.

Responsibilities include:
• Managing the instructors, educational activities of the department, and all classes both day and evening.
• Adherence to applicable accreditation commission standards or agency regulations and the school policies and procedures.
• Monitor student progress, conduct student orientations, and advise students throughout the program.
• Coordinator with the Graduate Services Director all information pertaining to the externship placement of students, job earnings, potential candidates and any placement updates.
• Assist with on-going review and development of curricula in the department and make suggestions per policy.

Minimum Qualifications:
• Master’s degree required.
• One of the following: Physical Therapy Licensure (if a Physical Therapist) or Physical Therapy Licensure, Certification or Registration (if a Physical Therapy Assistant).
• 5 years clinical experience required.
• Management experience required.
• Teaching experience required.
• Involvement in the academic community beyond physical therapy education required.
• Experience in instructional design and methodology required.
• Experience in student evaluation and outcomes assessment required.

We offer:
Medical/dental/vision, 401K retirement plan, paid holidays, vacation, and education reimbursement for full-time and part-time employees.

For more than 30 years, Concorde Career Colleges, Inc. has prepared thousands of people for rewarding careers in allied health. Our goal is to concentrate instruction on developing high-demand job capabilities. With 12 campuses across the United States, Concorde is among the very best post-secondary career training institutions in the country. Within every department of the organization, Concorde associates work toward a mutual mission: delivering quality allied health education and training that enhances the lives of our students and the communities they serve.

To apply please email resumes to jobs@concorde.edu or go to our website http://jobs.concorde.edu

Minimum Qualifications:
• Master’s degree required.
• One of the following: Physical Therapy Licensure (if a Physical Therapist) or Physical Therapy Licensure, Certification or Registration (if a Physical Therapy Assistant).
• 5 years clinical experience required.
• Management experience required.
• Teaching experience required.
• Involvement in the academic community beyond physical therapy education required.
• Experience in instructional design and methodology required.
• Experience in student evaluation and outcomes assessment required.

We offer:
Medical/dental/vision, 401K retirement plan, paid holidays, vacation, and education reimbursement for full-time and part-time employees.

For more than 30 years, Concorde Career Colleges, Inc. has prepared thousands of people for rewarding careers in allied health. Our goal is to concentrate instruction on developing high-demand job capabilities. With 12 campuses across the United States, Concorde is among the very best post-secondary career training institutions in the country. Within every department of the organization, Concorde associates work toward a mutual mission: delivering quality allied health education and training that enhances the lives of our students and the communities they serve.

To apply please email resumes to jobs@concorde.edu or go to our website http://jobs.concorde.edu

PACIFIC

Hand Washing

A new study by Michigan State University researchers found that only 5% of people who used the bathroom washed their hands long enough to kill the germs that can cause infections. The study appears in the Journal of Environmental Health. While 33% didn’t use soap, 10% didn’t wash their hands at all. Men were less likely to wash than women.

Healthcare POV Blogs

Catch Every Entry
Visit www.advanceweb.com/community and click on your favorite blog to sign up for instant notification of new postings.

DON’T MISS EVEN ONE ISSUE OF ADVANCE
CALL TODAY TO RENEW YOUR FREE SUBSCRIPTION.
800-355-1088

Hand Washing

A new study by Michigan State University researchers found that only 5% of people who used the bathroom washed their hands long enough to kill the germs that can cause infections. The study appears in the Journal of Environmental Health. While 33% didn’t use soap, 10% didn’t wash their hands at all. Men were less likely to wash than women.
#LiveWorkPlayProsper
Your life. Your career. It’s unique out here.

At Eisenhower, we’ve created an environment where compassionate care, diversity, and excellence are honored and rewarded.

A place where innovation, growth, and opportunity abound. Now, add the sheer beauty of our surroundings and abundant leisure activities, and you have an opportunity you won’t find anywhere else.

**Eisenhower is proud to offer:**
- Paradise resort living, just outside Palm Springs
- A generous benefits package and matched retirement plan

**WE ARE CURRENTLY SEEKING**

★ PHYSICAL THERAPISTS ★ PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANTS

Winner of The Advisory Board’s 2013 Excellence in Employee Engagement Award
Located just outside of Palm Springs, Eisenhower Medical Center offers a lifestyle that is one of a kind.
To apply visit EisenhowerCareers.com

**New Influenza**

On April 1, 2013, the World Health Organization (WHO) reported three human infections with a new influenza A (H7N9) virus in China. Additional cases have been reported since. The CDC and WHO continue to follow this situation closely. On April 19, 2013, HHS Secretary Sebelius determined there is significant potential for a public health emergency related to avian influenza A (H7N9) virus.
**Physical Therapist**

$55,373.80 - $56,699.55 mo  
**DEADLINE:** Open Until Filled  
**TWO POSITIONS AVAILABLE**

Work in paradise, where the mountains meet the sea. Ventura County Office of Ed. in CA has an opening for an F/T educational PT. Working with students with special needs, 11 mo. work yr.

Work in a supportive environment with other positive skilled professionals. This position provides services for children 0-22.  
PT License in CA, exp. preferred, excellent benefits. Appl/job description available from HR

5189 Verdugo Way, Camarillo, CA 93012  
(805) 383-1911  
or apply online at www.edjoin.org

---

**WANT AN ADVENTURE IN ALASKA?**

2014-2015 Vacancies for PT and OTs in Fairbanks, Alaska

- Up to $5000 relocation costs  
- Competitive salary & benefits  
- Excellent instructional resources and support  
- Highly collegial work environment  
- Exciting outdoor recreational activities

**FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH SCHOOL DISTRICT**

Ph: (907) 452-2000 Ext. 11326  
Apply Online: www.k12northstar.org

---

**Obesity & the Gut**

A breath test profile of microorganisms inhabiting the gut may be able to tell doctors how susceptible a person is to developing obesity, according to a recent study published in the Endocrine Society’s Journal of Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism.
Your last issue of ADVANCE is approaching. Make sure you renew your FREE subscription for 2014.

Stay informed with the latest industry news. Get invaluable career advice. Track the latest healthcare trends.

Your FREE subscription also gives you access to our websites, e-newsletters, events, networking opportunities and much more. Don’t fall behind in the workplace—Renew today!

CALL: 800-355-1088  M-F 8am-6pm ET
VISIT: advanceweb.com/PT
Flexion Contracture Treatment Device
For the Knee

Get It **Straight** . . . Get It **Symmetric** . . . Get it **Strong**!

The **Elite Seat®** is a patient controlled contracture treatment device specifically designed to safely and effectively correct any loss of extension in the knee which can help to decrease pain and improve the overall function of the affected knee.

For more information about the Elite Seat® and its indications for clinical use or for home use as an adjunct to physical therapy, please visit our website:

For prescription information, contact:
AKT Medical - 317.770.8355

WWW.ELITESEAT.COM